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White Dedicates FSU Law Center

* . *

*

Aske w urges 'public law' at banquet
FLORIDA GOVERNOR REUBIN ASKEW
urged more than 500 listeners at the Law Day
Banquet, May 8th, to "go into public law and
give legal help to those who really need it."
The banquet, held on the eve of the Florida

Democratic and Republican coriventions this
summer.
"I've never been to a national convention
before but it is very important to have two
successful and orderly conventions," Askew

"Security will be a problem-it's so tough we've asked
the 'Godfather' to be in charge, but he turned it down ."
Ask ew

State College of Law's formal dedication, had
numerous distinguished guests in attendance
including United States Supreme Court Justice
Byron White, President-Elect designate of the
ABA Chesterfield Smith, Education Commissioner Floyd Christian, and Florida Supreme
Court Chief Justice B.K . Roberts.
Askew told listeners that although those in
public law make less money than those in other
legal areas, the public lawyers certainly rank
near the top in ideals.
Askew was introduced by Chesterfield Smith
(
who said , "to introduce Reubin Askew to a

said. "Security will be a problem-it's so tough
we've asked the 'Godfather' to be in charge but
he turned it down."
Askew said he was proud that FSU's new
law school has blossomed into success so
quickly .
"You know, we're probably the youngest
law school in the nation with a Dean
Emeritus," he said .
Askew, who played a major role in establishing FSU Law School, expressed special thanks
to B.K. Roberts, Mason Ladd and Edward Ball
for their personal contributions to the school.

"If you had not become a law dean , you might have
done very well as a football coach ."
Askew

Tallahassee crowd makes me feel like Pontious
Pilot when he found his name on the Apostle's
Creed."
"He should be introducing me!," Smith
jokingly said.
Smi_th , alluding to rumors speculating that
Askew might be named as a future VicePresidential candidate, told the crowd that
"He's too good for any second place job . . .
unless they offer him the top banana, he should
stay right here."
SPEAKING OUT ON various topics, Askew
praised Florida 's new judicial system and com. mented on the responsibilities of hosting the
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ASKEW ALSO TOLD members of the faculty that he didn't envy their job of sifting
through admission forms. "There is a growing
number of people who would have been able to
become attorneys before, but will not have the
chance now because of limited space .
"It is a serious problem which must be
resolved."
FSU President Stanley Marshall formally
welcomed Dean Emeritus Mason Ladd and
members of the charter class back to Tallahassee.
"If you had not become a law dean, you
might have done very well as a football coach."
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The FSU Library is behind those of other schools. For Librarian
Schroeder's. answers, see page 6.

INSIDE

Gil Finnel asks his perennial question in a look at his past and
future. See story on page 9.

By RUSS BOBO
Editor-in-Chief
Amidst

t he

customary

pomp and circumstance whiclusually surrounds such events,
the Florida State University
College of Law was formally
dedicated May 9th.
While the FSU Sympnonic
Orchestra played in the background various speakers and
well-wishers acknowledged the
dedication exercises of the new
law building.
United States Supreme
Court Justice Byron White delivered the main address and
to Id the crowd that the
nation's courts are in deep

would bring unequaled excel lence in the future.
Chairman of the Florida
Board of Regents J .J . Daniel
"'Cll accepted the building for
·· e Board of Regents.
Next, Maurice Rosenberg,
president-elect of the American
Association of Law Schools,
commented that it is "not
alone the building, as much as
it is the law school 's goals we
are dedicating."
Florida Bar President John
McCarty remarked on the high
LSA T scores on entering students today. "I just want to
warn the faculty that for all
those brilliant scholars, there is
still going to be us average

"The judicial system, looking at it nationally, is in deep
trouble ... "
Whik.

trouble because of heavy case
loads and urged law schools to
find ways of solving legal
problems out of court.
White said many of our
problems are now solved out of
court by government administrative agencies with adjudicatory powers and private ·institutions with collective
bargaining contracts.
"The judicial system,
looking at it nationally, is in
deep trouble, mired in tremendous dockets and everincreasing case loads," White
said . "The solution has not
been found ."
Earlier in the dedication ceremonies, President Marshall
officially accepted the building
on behalf of the University .
Attorney General Robert
Shevin took the podium next
and commented that he had
many opportunities to view
FSU law students and praised
them for their "high caliber" .
and predicted the new building

scholars to support them."
Florida

Supreme

Court

Chief Justice B.K. Roberts gave
the introduction for Justice
White.
As Justice White talked on
the problems of the courts, he
urged the nation's law schools
to study the problem and develop ways to streamline the
courts' docketf. and the judicial
administration system.
"A surprising thing about
this matter, at least for one
who has not been a legal educa·
tor, is that the law schools have
traditionally involved themselves so little with this aspect
of the institution with which
they otherwise have been so
much concerned," White said.
" Perhaps judicial administration, the strategies of designing the court system and the
strategies of litigation management, just isn't exciting or attractive to law professors and
See DEDICATION, p. 12
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Freshmen
Make
History
History .was made in this
year's intramural Moot Court
program. Presentation of the
final argument i.n the Honors
group, before the Florida Supreme Court, constituted the
first · time that the Court has
ever heard a moot court argument in the courtroom, and
the first time that videotape
and film equipment has ever
been used to record Court proceedings.

Photo by Dick Evans

FRESHMAN MOOT COURT Winners in the Hon Jrs Division were (I tor) Danny Kepner, Jon Searcy, Nancy Linnan and Dave McGunegle.

Their Final arguments marked the first time the Florida Supreme Court heard moot court arguments in the Supreme Court Courtroom.

Moot Court Aims At Disney ·World
By WALLY CAMPBELL
As the annual Florida Moot
Court Competition draws near.
the six-man team of the Florida State University College of
Law is formed and in the final
stages of preparation.
The competition will be
held in conjunction with the
annual convention of the Florida Bar Association. The convention is slated for the week
of June 20 and will take place
in Orlando (Disney World to be
more precise-a location which
has been described as "appropriate" by an unidentified
professor of constitutional law
at FSU).
In addition to FSU, Florida's three other law schools
will enter teams. These include
Stetson University, the University of Miami, and the University of Florida. Miami is last
year's defending champion.
Each school enters two
2-man teams and each of these
teams may have an optional
alternate member. The elimination type competition is judged
. by members of the Florida
bench and bar, with the final
round being argued before the
Florida Supreme Court. Advocates are judged by placeing
two-third's emphasis on oral
argument and one-third on the
quality of the written brief.
The FSU Colleg~ of Law
will also_ enter a team in the
national nioot court competition. The first step in the
nationals is a · regional meet
sponsored by the Georgia State
Junior Bar in Atlanta. The
problem will be received by the
team this summer and will be

argued in early November. Assuming excellence in Atlanta,
the next step would be the
New York competition in
December and a chance to go
all the way .

point out that such are the
ways of real live judges. Competitors may therefore take
heart in their .exposure to realism, even in ttie face of a
rip-off.

Entering its first team in the
spring of 1968, FSU's history
in moot court competition has
been brief but certainly not
without distinction. Last year's
freshman team submitted the
best brief in the state meet,
and last year's senior team of
Bill Jennings and Ken Connor
fought a closely contested
round with Miami-a team
which after sneaking past FSU
went on to win the national
championship.

FSU's team is c?mposed of
three returning veterans and
three recently selected freshmen. Jim Corrigan and Mel
Martinez both performed their
undergraduate studies at FSU,
the former in English and the
latter in international affiars.
Chris Hart, the third veteran
member, came to FSU from
Washington and Lee University
via a short term in the army.

The moot court team has
been particularly fortunate in
the quality of its coaching
staff. Dean Mason Ladd
coached the first team in 1968.
Profes. sor William
VanDerCreek, who co-advised
the national championship
team from · SMU in 1963, followed Dean Ladd in 1969.
Professor VanDerCreek is ably
assisted by Professor Ed
Grenwald, himself a past mem. ber of Northwestern University's national championship
team.
Coach VanDerCreek (affection ate ly known as "the
Creek") has been understandably hesitant to project the
outcome of the impending conflict. In his words, "Every
school in the state has a good
chance to take it all." He feels
that the judges are the primary
variable and that their decisions are impossible to predict.
But "the Creek" is quick to

As a point of interest, FSU
is the only law school in the
state which customarily enters
a freshman team as one of its
two entrants in the state competition. The coaching staff
feels that the experience gained
by these freshmen teams pays
worthwhile dividends in future
competition.
Both the coaching staff and
the veteran members of the
team maintain that occasional
good times have accompanied
the intense pressure of preparation arid actual competition.
"The Creek," using customary
brevity, expresses it thusly:
"Recognizing that the professional lawyer will find it essential to combine hard work with
a little play, we do feel it
necessary for the team to
engage in limited amounts of
the latter activity under the.
restraining influence and inspirational guidance of, Pr,ofessor Grenwald and myself."

Jim Curosi is a graduate of
FSU in pre-law. Dan Kepner, a
math major at the University
of Oklahoma, was on the team
which recently won the honors
finals heard in the chambers of
the Florida Supreme Court.
Wally Campbell is a graduate of
the University of Hawaii in
Heathen Rites and Subcultures.
By the middle of May, the
emphasis will shift from brief
writing to oral practice sessions. These frequent practice
rounds with their thorough
critiques are designed to develop the student into a professional oral advocate. Video
tape equipment is used in order
to assist in polishing physical
appearance, voice modulation,
and courtroom demeanor.
Preparation for the state
meet has thus far concentrated
primarily on the perfection of
briefs. The three veterans are
preparing an appellee's brief,
while the newer members are
working on the appellant's.

The argument was held May
27, 1972. All justices were
present, except Justice Adkins,
who was replaced by Chief
Judge Sam Spector of the First
District Court of Appeals. A
large crowd of law students,
faculty, staff, and local attorneys watched and listened as
Nancy Linnan and Dave
McGunegle, attorneys for the
appellant, Large Multistate,
Inc., argued that a provision in
Florida's new corporate tax
law is an unconstitutional delegation of legislative responsibility.

Their opponents, who defended the provision, were Jon
Searcy and Danny Kepner, representing the State of Florida.
Chief Justice B. K. Roberts,
presiding, announced that the
team of Searcy and Kepner was
declared by the Court, on a 4-3
vote, to have delivered the better oral presentation, while Ms.
Linnan's argument was declared the best single performance, again on a 4-3 vote.
The videotape equipment
explained Dick Evans, former
Chairman of the Board of Student Advisers, was there to
make a tape for showing next
year's ·freshmen. "The tape we
are now using," he stated, "is
egregiously inadequate, and
can now happily be discarded."
The Board of Student Advisers is the student organization which administers the
intramural moot court program. Evans, a graduating
senior, was its Chairman during
the year 1971-72.

FRESHMAN MOOT COURT WINNERS
Arg. - Gene Taylor
.VII.
James McGuire
Brief - Anthony McNicholas
U. Arg. - Washington Quinoues VIII.
William Sapp
Brief - Doug Lawless
Ill. · Arg. - Tom Farley
IX.
Larry Gonzales
Brief - Larry Gonzales
IV Arg. - Brian Duffy
X.
.Stann Givens
Brief - Ella Solomons
V. Arg. - Edward McGee, Jr. XI.
Richard Scherling
Brief - Clark Cochran
VI. Arg. - Charles Keesey
Honors
Olen Meredith
6rief - Lee Williams
I.

Arg. - Dave Hudson
. Ben Girtman
Brief - Dave Hudson
Arg. - Michael Wilson
John Welch
Brief - Ted Williams
Arg. - Elliot Brooks
Steve Anderson
Brief - Robert Angerer
Arg. - Stan Danek
Malcolm Greenfield
Brief - Earl Brushwood
Arg. - Charles Stallings
Banks Vest
Brief - Larry Simpson
Arg. - Jon Searcy
Danny Kepner
Brief - William Wiley
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Edmonds Joins Campaign

Photo by Dick Evans

CLINICAL ORIENTATION ADVISOR Tom Edmonds seeks
State Attorney post for Second Circuit.

The aura of "Campaign '72" ·
has taken over Tom Edmonds.
Edmonds, Law Professor at
FSU, announced recently that
he will be a candidate in the
Democratic Primary for the
position of State Attorney for
the Second Judicial Circuit.
Edmonds was the first candidate to announce for the
high position . The position is
currently held by William
Hopkins who is reportedly retiring after 25 years of public
service.
To insure the need for
proper and adequate development of all cases, Edmonds
said he would assist "in the
planning and conduct of
periodic training courses" for
law enforcement officers in the
latest legal developments which
bear upon their work .
"The law has often been
observed to work one way for
certain persons or groups, and
a very different way for
others," said Edmonds. "This
is one of the primary reasons
for the deterioration of respect
for the law in recent years."
Edmonds said he will assign
the highest priority to the mat-

CIi n ica I Intern Lo9of iI9hi"'
BY BILL WILEY
A first-come, first -serve pro cedure invites freshmen to sign
up for the clinical program.
With the 1970 revision of
Article XV 111 of the Integration Rule of the Florida Bar,
the Supreme Court of Florida
opened the door for expanded
clinical legal education in
Florida Law schools.
Under the supervision of
Professor Torn Edmonds, the
Clinical Internship Program at
FSU has attained a prominent
status in the law school curriculurn and has been the subject of numerous accolades
from members of the bar,
judiciary, and general public.
The program offers senior
law students the unique opportunity to engage in the practice
of law under the supervision of
a qualified member of the
Florida Bar.
At the present time, FSU
College of Law is the only law
school in Florida permitting
full-time part1c1pation in
clinical programs in which
twelve quarter hours of credit
may be earned.
In addition, most positions
provide compensation for students during their internship .
The · current program also
operates on a statewide rather
than purely local basis. Positions are currently being filled
by FSU law students in Public
Defender Offices in Tallahassee , Pensacola and Fort
Myers. Prosecutor (State Attorney and County Solicitor) positions are available in Talla·
has see, Pensacola, Milton,
Daytona Beach , Leesburg,
Orlando, Tampa, Sarasota ,
Fort Myers, West Palm Beach,
Fort Lauderdale and Key West.
The Florida Attorney General maintains ten to twelve

pos1t1onsperquarter.
Assignment preferences,
both as to the particular office
and location in the state, are
honored to maximum extent
possible. Where conflicts arise,
resolution will generally turn
on such practical matters as the
students' marital status, ease of
moving, etc.
Participation in the clinical
program may also be on a
part-time basis in which three
hours of credit may be earned.
Although the current catalog
lists part-time positions in the
Public Defender's, Prosecutor's
and Attorney General's offices,
part-time participation is not
encouraged in either the Prosecutor or Public Defender Programs due to conflicts which
frequently arise between trial
work and attending classes. For
this reason, the Attorney General Program is generally recornrnehded for part-time participation.
In addition, students may
participate part-time in the one
hour Legal Aid Program in volving work with the Legal
Aid Foundation , Inc. in Talla·
hassee.
In view of increasing student participation in the current clinical program, expansion is certainly in the realm of
"reasonable forseeability ."
The availability of positions
in which to place qualified
students poses no problem to
such an expansion in view of
the ever-increasing awareness
by the legal community of the
positive and effective contributions made by law students
participating in the program .
The most significant
obstacle facing expansion lies
in the Clinical Orientation
Course which is a prerequisite
to participation in the program. The number of students

per quarter who may enroll in
this course is presently limited
to twenty.
This limitation is based pri marily upon the practical necessity of carefully evaluting
each student's performance in
brief writing and related assign ments during the course . Addi tionally , the observation of
various pre-trial, trial and
appellate proceedings which
play a significant role in the
course are also conducive to a
limited class size.
Plans to increase the
number of students per quarter
to 25 and perhaps 30 students
are presently being considered .
Professor Charles Ehrhardt,
who returns to FSU this summer form the University of
Iowa Law School, will lend his
support and expertise to the
program during the summer
and subsequent quarters. His
contributions would greatly
facilitate the expansion of the
program in order to meet increasing student demand for
participation.
In addition to offering the
student practical experience in
investigation, trial work,
appellate advocacy and a broad
range of professional skills, the
clinical program presents a particula_r advantage to those student aspiring for a position
with a Public Defender's or
Prosecutor's Office fol lowing
graduation.
If hired by one of these
offices, students who have participated in the program
remain certified to engage in
trial work to the same extent
as authorized during their clinical internship until the results
of the first bar exam following
graduation are announced . If
the student passes the bar, his
certification will rernaih in effect until his formal admission
to the Florida Bar.

impartiality in making prosecution decisions if elected to .
State Attorney.
In the past two years,
Edmonds has, as director of
the Prosecutor Intern Program
at FSU, been able to travel
throughout the state to many
prosecutor offices and to observe and discuss the problems
of organizations and administrations which now exist.
Although a native of
Jackson, Miss., Edmonds received his law degree from

Duke University and was ad·
mhted to the Florida Bar in
1965 when he went into private practice in Orlando. He
came to Tallahassee in 1970to
teach at the FSU College of .
Law.
Edmonds has also taught at
the University of Mississippi
School of Law and has served
as a member of a special Florida Bar Committee to study
the responsibility of the organized bar to protect the judiciary from unjust criticism.

Dunbar Learns Ropes
At Capitol Heartbeat
Every so often a guy is
lucky enough to help make
laws at the same time he
studies Law. More than luck,
though, it takes talent and hard
work to get as involved as Peter
Marshall Dunbar who graduates
from the College of Law in
June .
Hundreds of government
officials, politicians and lobby ists know "Pete" Dunbar, executive assistant to House
Minority Leader Don Reed,
(R -Boca Raton) . For five years,
Pete has had an over-theshoulder view of some of the
most exciting Florida political
action of the past half century .
More often Pete has had a
rol 1-u p -yo u r -sleeves-and -getcracking part in the action .
"State government is where
it's happening," Pete said in an
interview in his small office
overlooking the construction
of the new Legislative building .
A list of political battles he
helped fight as Reed's top aide
is· proof of this: California plan
insurance law, reapportionment-this year and 1967, Constitution revision in 1968,
government reorganization in
1969, four per cent sales tax,
legislative pay raise, corporate
income tax, abortion, .. .
His boss, Boca Raton attorney, Don Reed, forecasts a
successful legal career for Pete.
"He's super. Pete ha•. pulled
my chestnuts out of the fire
more than once," Reed said .
"Pete is smart and a hard
worker . He kind of grew up
with the minority in the
House. I hope he will return

sometime ·soon," Reed added.
Pete was Reed's first and only
executive assistant.
"His strong point is his ability to get along with the other
members and get the job
done," Reed said.
The son of a lawyer and the
grandson of a renowned geologist, Pete broke the family
tradition of attending Yale
University . "I wanted to play
baseball ," he explained. He
started for the Seminole freshman team and lat'!i" played two
years with the s~mi -pro Clearwater Sports.
Baseball, however, had to
take a back seat to the books.
politics and a family . Pete has
maintained his honors average
through law school. As a
history-government major, he
was honored during his undergraduate years with membership in ODK and Gold Key .
Before he became involved
in GOP politics, Pete was elected Junior Class president.
He is married and has two
boys.
At 25 , Pete Dunbar takes
quite a record to New Port
Richey. His quick step and
cheerful smile will be missed
on the second floor of the
Capitol. He has seen the minority staff grow from two to
eight persons.
The new legislative building,
rising outside his window, will
be ready for the newly elected
members next Winter. Maybe
we'll see him adding to his list
of legislative firsts as the first
College of Law graduate
member?

The Obiter Dictum would like to thank
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The law school experience,
based upon the foundation of
scholarly logic, appears to manifest something of an eclectic
approach to man's relation to
society.

Doug Chanco

11 ... ,

Contributors

Tim Mora n
Jon Searcy
Bill Wiley
Ed Ru de
Rick Scherling
Wally Campbell
Don Rebo
Zane_Leeper
Earl Gallop
Nancy Linnan
Tommy Little

M
One may validly assert that
one of the primary "purposes"
of law school is to inculcate
the aspiring law student with
the ability of incisive and
searching analysis, in order to
advance the goals of a diverse
society.
The birth of the computer,
however, may well result in a
regression of the development
of that analytical rigor. This
pcssible regression is due to
that strange animal known as
the multiple choice law school
examination. We are con'fronted, therefore. with the
issue of whether subjective and
organic lega l processes may be
reduced to an objective "answer" , which in turn is evaluated by a computer.
Pl ausibly , an examination of
some of the reasons beh ind the
use of multiple choice law
school exams will el ucidate a
few of the issues involved. In
addition, we niay be able to
obtain an idea of where lega l
education is, or is not, headed.
One of the possible justifications advanced for objective
testing is that the law school
professor may test more mate rial than with the traditional
essay method.
This may be true, but why?
Plausibly, this is because the
student, rather than taking the
time to write out his/ her
synthesis, simply fills in a little
square on the answer sheet.
Therefore, the studeni: must
attempt t o superimpose the

Special Contributor

EDITORIAL

By STEPHEN R. WHITE
A law school newspaper recently cartooned a law student
waiting, waiting, and graying for his grades to appear on the
bulletin board in frcnt of him.
Perhaps somewhat humorous, untimely and imprecise feed·
back only begin to approach the scope of the problem. Law
schools many times seem to be anachronisms which fly in the
face of current educational thought.
For example, talk to almost any second or third year
student-perhaps even a first year student. Talk to those of the
grade-elite, the upper ten or twenty per cent. How many are
enthusiastic about what they are learning in law school?
Do law schools seek within each course to meet the interests
of its students? Is there not something more wholesome,
involving, and stimulating than motivation through fear? "Better
watch out, your number is up in Professor X's class; you're due to
be called on."
Don't traditional law school teaching methods tend to neglect
the personality which the student brings to class? Basically
authoritarian, doesn't the rigid control of the prof muffle the
inner being of the student? Would a better approach be to
attempt to integrate course content into the student's
personality-using the student's interests as a vehicle?
Perhaps seminars and a few other courses do involve the
student's interests. But how many seminars can be offered?
The problem with legal education represents quite a challenge.
The content must be mastered. But necessarily at the cost of the
student's personal dignity, interests, and goals?
1·.·l
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Opinion
sentence reduction of an organic process in the same way .
Most of us have encountered, at one time or another, the
shotgun-type essay question. I
suggest that one should be able
to recognize the different
issues in a legal problem, but,
that to take them out of con text is highly artificial and detrimental to an analysis of the
interrelationship of the. issues
involved .
The legal process and the
relationship between law and
society is too viable and complex to be reduced to an "absolute" answer on a computer
sheet. Legal analysis and education is more enhanced by the
shotgun-type essay, wh ich fa.
cilitates a better perspective of
the different forces at work in
determining a legal outcome .
Further, as is manifested in
many court ca~es, a seemingly
infinite number of issues may
be incorporated into an essay
examination.
Another possible justification for the use of objective
test ing of a subjective process
is, that multiple choice questions are increasingly being incorporated into bar examinations.
There is, however, a great
difference between taking an
objective test during that phase
of one's legal education, in
which the system of analysis is
of primary importance, and
taking such a test upon completion of law school. (This is
not to say that legal education
is ever "finished" for the lawyer) . Further, one should ask :
Just because bar examinations
are becoming multiple choice,
does that mean that we are but
. part of the herd, to follow
close behind?

;
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professor's time. Rather than
reading the student's essay, and
following his line of reasoning,
the professor merely sends the
answer sheet to the computer
center.
Consider, however, whether
the disadvantages of this sys-

m

I:,::«"?...:. fa.. ;. ,. . ;.:.:.:...-''S-1<. .'.•,·:x·:,.,,,,,M,·:,·.:.'.'.?.<>.:.J
Prof. William VanDerCreek

..

product of his analysis upon
the usual one-sentence answer
of the professor.
The result is that often the
student and professor have arrived at the same place by
similar reasoning processes, but
would not express a one-

If law students are being
subjected to objective tests in
order to better prepare them
for the bar, possibly the
emphasis has shifted from legal
education to test-taking education. If this is a real concern,
the solution ·may. be to make
multiple choice questions available on a voluntary basis
throughout the year for practice, rather than practicin·g on
the final exam.
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The more realistic reason
that multiple choice tests are

'" VanDerCreek will post his grades pretty soon, I'm sure of it-I think."·

administered may be that they
consume less of the law school

tern outweigh the advantages
to the professor having to
spend less time evaluating his
student's endeavors.
I adhere to the school of
thought that maintains that the
testing process is not detached
from the education process. In
fact, there is a direct correlation between the twofeedback. After the examination, the student may des ire,
laudably, to review the exam
with the professor.
If the final exam is an essay
exam, then both parties are
able to go through the student's analysis step by step.
Thus, the professor can point
out certain stages in the analysis that are particularly
strong, or weak, and suggest
different approaches; mani festly a plus on the side of
education.
If the exam is multiple
choice, however, all either
party is confronted with is the
begin ning and the end of the
process. The most important
segment of the law student's
(particularly the freshman's)
system of analysis is missing.
Those law school professors
who administer essay final
exams do not appear to lack
sufficient time to teach, and
lead a life of their own outside
of school. In fact, they always
seem to find time in which to
be well prepared for cl~ss, research, meetings with students,
and reviewing the student's
progress with the student, i.e.,
reviewing examinations as an
integral aspect of education .
We, as law school students,
are led into the world of fine
and incisive analysis, an organic
system. This sojourn through
the realm of the intellectual is
impeded, however, by objective tests, which run contrary
to the precepts of legal education. This essay should not be
construed to vitiate the role of
the computer in our increasingly complex society; but, let
us keep that animal in its place.
Computer analysis is great
for compiling statistics and for
yielding certain tools, but lacks
the necessary element in the
legal decision-making process.
Query, could that missing
element be the so-called human
element?
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PAD Taps
21 Plc1dges
BY JON W. SEARCY

BOARD OF STUDENT Advisors for 1971-72 were President Dick Evans and Vice-President Tom Floyd in foreground; Seated are Shields
McManus, Bruce Koran, Hans Feije, and Gary Kalos; Standing are Pres.-elect Fred Mclam,Jim Whisenand,Jack Ingram, Steve Poche, Jim
Murphy D. J. Anderson, Dave Kirwan, Joe Miklas and Mike Boyle.
'

BSA Elects Mel.am; Taps New Members
Fred McLam has been elected Chairman of the Board of
Student Advisers for the year 1972-73. He is currently a second
year student, and served this year as adviser to the Honors Moot
Court group.
In addition to electing its new Chairman, the Board appointed
six new permanent members and eighteen associates. Evans said
that there were many more applications for membership than
there were spaces, and that selection was therefore extremely
difficult.
The new permanent members are Mike Boyle, Bill Eddins,
Sally Millward, Danny Kepner, Larry Simpson, and Raymond
Geary.
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Russ Bobo
Wally Campbell
Stan Danek
Earl Gallop
Bill Gunn
Doug Kearney
Nancy Linnan
Dave McGunegle
Bob Pierce

Alex Prins
John Reeves
Rick Rodriquez
Jon Searcy
Jay Smith
Jim Weinert
Ted Williams
John Welch
Mike Wilson
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The FSU chapter of the Phi
Alpha Delta Legal Fraternity
welcomes its newly initiated
members. Twenty-one pledges
were initiated on 29 April in
ceremonies at the Federal
Courtroom on the second floor
of the Post Office.
Those brothers/sisters admitted into membership were
Bill Atkinson, Jim Brady,
Cathy Crindell , John Briscoe,
Stan Daneck, Jeff Glass, Al
Grinstead, Bill Gunn, Barrett
Johnson, Phil Kimball, Frank
Kreidler, Doug Lawless, Dave
McGunegle, Sonny Palomino,
Jack Poitinger, L. Roth, Jon
Searcy, Dave Seyer, Bill
Sharpe, Nancy Smith, John
Thrasher, and Jim Weinert.
PAD has a limited number
of Civil Procedure outlines
designed for the text Procedure
Before Trial. Those who have
Professor VanDerCreek ("the
Creek") and are interested in
having the outline, contact any
PAD member
PAD International will hold
its National Convention in San
Diego, Calif., · in August. The
delegate representing the FSU
chapter will be Bennett Fultz.
The convention will probably
finalize the merger of PAD
with <l>.6.6 .

WHAT A DIFFERENCE
Even if it's across the street!

A NEW
ADDRESS MAKES•••

The Lewis State Bank
The Lewis State Bank
has moved just across the street (formerly
the P.W. Wilson Company building)

The Bank that helps people plan

204 South Monroe
Member

FDIC
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Freshman Legal·Resecil"ch: A Lo

Obiter Dictum commissioned phantom reporter L. Roth to
interview Dick Evans and a composite of freshmen concerning
the Legal Research program. Evans, Chairman of the Board of
Student Advisors (BSA), took the "pro" side, while the faceless
freshmen took the '\.-on" side. The adversary technique proved
somewhat revealing. -Ed.

PRO

-

0. THIS ENTIRE LEGAL RESEARCH AND MOOT COURT
PROGRAM SEEMS LIKE A CROCK. ISN'T IT?
A. Well, not when considered alongside many other law
school courses. The techniques, of course, are universally
applicable to all areas of law,· but I agree that it is not
among the more scintillating courses in law school. Dean
Morse said the other day in Torts class that it was the most
important course here, but I don't know if I'd go that far. I
can see you haven't had Florida Practice.

0. WHY DO YOU DO IT?

A. Well, yes, they were and he did. What you may not
realize, however, is that he was in the hospital at the time,
and could not stand up for three weeks. But they were
indeed interesting.

0. FOR EXAMPLE?
A. For example, many freshmen felt that the legal re
search exercises should be entirely objective, that is,
short-answer questions, like the citator problems.

0. THAT SOUNDS LIKE A GOOD IDEA. DO YOU

AGREE?

A. Well, no, not entirely. If it weren't for the weekly
legal research memoranda, the first substantial legal writing
any student would do would be final exams. Abolishing the
memorandum exercises would be like training a long-distance
runner by keeping him indoors until the race. That would
be disastrous for some people. If my first round of finals
had turned out like my first couple of legal research exer
cises, I probably wouldn't be here now.

A. Do what?

0. YOU KNOW, TEACH LEGAL F!ESEARCH, RUN THE

MOOT COURT PROGRAM, AND ALL THAT.
A. Primarily, it's
Board is the best
techniques. Besides.
co-curricular activity,

a selfish motive, I guess. Being on the
way I know to master legal research
I think it's important to have some
and this is mine.

0. DO YOU GET PAID?
A. No. Presently, advisers receive only one credit hour
per quarter for serving on the Board. Many, if not most, law
schools pay students who do this chore. There's been some
talk lately about compensating students here for their work.
But so far it's only talk.

0. YOU HAVE BEEN TEACHING RESEARCH FOR
YEARS. LAST YEAR, WHEN I TOOK IT, THE COURSE
NON-CREDIT AND NO-GRADE. THIS YEAR, STUDENTS
BOTH CREDIT AND GRADES. HAVE YOU SEEN ANY
FERENCE IN THEIR PERFORMANCE THIS YEAR?

TWO
WAS
GET
DIF

A. Absolutely. The faculty, of course, chose to award
orie hour of credit for Law 500, and I think that was an
excellent decision. This year, the freshmen who were in my
group seemed to take the course more seriously, and, con
sequently, they learned the material a lot better. For in
stance, no one this Winter has asked me what that little key
means.

0. OKAY. YOU'RE NOT AMONG THE TOP STUDENTS IN
Y OUR CLASS, BASED ON GPA RANKING. ISN'T IT
RATHER PRESUMPTUOUS, THEREFORE, FOR YOU - AND
THE REST OF THE BOARD - TO PRETEND TO BE IN
STRUCTORS WHEN YOU OBVIOUSLY HAVEN'T MASTERED
LAW SCHOOL YOURSELF?

library Part II:
By STEPHEN R. WHITE

The small size of the physical plant and initially poor funding
have been major problems encountered by th� law library,
according to Edwin M. Schroeder in part I.
Schroeder is the Librarian and an Associate Professo'r of the
College of Law. The interview, being reported in two parts, took
place last February.
"We will have reached the theoretical recommended capacity
of the library by academic year 1974-1975, which is right at the
minimal standards of the Association of American Law Schools,"
says Schroeder.
Schroeder compared FSU's law library with other law schools
which opened their doors simultaneous with FSU. He concludes,
"there's no comparison in funding" prior to 1969.
Although happy with post-1969 budgets, he says, "you have
to compare· not only this fiscal year, but actual present holdings
as indicative of the budget of prior years."
"We need to catch up," he says.
Catch up in what? How? These and other questions are dealt
with here in part 11.

VOLUME COUNT AND CAPACITY
Q. What is our present volume count?
A. It's about 45,000.
0. How does our library compare in volume count with other
law schools?
A. Regarding this matter, I inquired of 147 law schools.
Although only about eleven of them· had·a stated volume count
lower than ours, I think we have a rather decent working
collectiPn

0. WITH WHAT R
A. Well, base
of the upperolass
substantial numbe
competence. Of
Whether this s,ays
or the rating sy
me is that peop\
search as well a1
regular law schoo
don't think we're
the job?

0. NO THANKS
OR LAST YEAR S
ALL THE TIME. W
ANT IN A LEGAL
A. Substance
Unfortunately,
yesterday fr<;>m
mark on it by -1
the substance v
theme, and will

0. WHAT DOES THAT LITTLE KEY MEAN, ANYWAY?
A. See what I mean?

0. I HEARD THAT THE COMMENTS THE FRESHMEN
PUT ON THE QUESTIONNAIRES AT THE END OF FALL
QUARTER WERE RATHER, UH, COLORFUL, AND THAT
MR. SCHROEDER READ THEM ALL IN ONE SITTING. IS
THAT TRUE?

A. That's a goo
are an accurate 1
information. Al'ld i
law schools seem
know of any sch
tion. But we don
Law 500, and ...

0. THE LEGAL
HAS CREATED S
HASN'T IT? WHAT
VIEW?
A. Generally,
seems far too tin;
and in competitio

FSU Needs 1

Q. Are these eleven accredited?
A. Only Washburn is accredited. It had been wiped out by a
tornado.

Q. If we utilized micro
capacity?
A. I'm not sure; I haven

0. What is the volume count of Gainesville's Jaw library?
A. As of July 1970; they were at 108,071 volumes-which is a
very small _law library in terms of volume count. This is not to
cast criticism upon the librarian or the University of Florida, but
I'm just trying to depict the over-all picture across_the country.

0. What repercussions
procurement of microm
A. First let me clari
microform. Other type
microfilm reader printe1
is available now in th
library). We don't ha
obtaining a microfilm re,

Q. What is the maximum capacity of our library?
A. First keep in mind that the distance between stacks is at the
minimum recommended by library authorities for large, lightly
used areas; and, I think, we have here relatively small, probably
heavily used, areas.
We have between 15,000 and 16,000 linear feet of shelving in
· the public areas of the library. The library writers say that you
can put only an average of four law books per linear foot.
Computing, we arrive at about 62,000 as our capacity.
Q. How would. you assess our access to the Supreme Court
library? What is its volume count?
A. They also have a comparatively small library. Their volumes in
1970,· I believe, numbered about 55,000 volumes, Also, the
Association of American Law Schools does not consider the
Supreme Court library in determining the adequacy of the law
�chool's library.

MICROFORM
Q. How does microform relate to our present situation?
A. Law libraries have been relatively slow in accepting its use.
But it may be one way which we can save an enormous amount
of space. It's adaptable to things which aren't heavily used.

0. Does microfilm save 1
A. Typical examples are
ago the hard copy form
same journal cost only
fifty· hard-copy volumE
shelves, a small drawer co
A certain amount o
microfilm. When you do
per reel using it. As
collection is small.

Q. What is the scope of tn
A. This is the principle
locked; also, an alarm h
bottom of the fire escape
1971 around 100-300 bo
at $20 per book, plus sta
The biggest and most
consuming and most di
unbound periodicals. We
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At Th8 MethOds Foffl Both "Sid8s '
ion . You are presuming that grades
ment of one's ability to impart
bly a safe assumption, since most
their faculty on that basis. I don't
t care to challenge that presumpit here, obviously, in regard to

0. WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS RECEIVED, AS YOU SEE
THEM?
A. One certainly is an ·understanding of library resources.

Another is an understanding, to a degree, of how to cite in
Whitebook style. And · you learn something of the memorandum format.

0. IS THAT ALL? DOESN'T THE COURSE TRY TO
TEACH MORE THAN THA T7

A. You're r_ight: That is a separate category. A major
detrimental effect is the theft of valuable study time that
could be used to increase a student's knowledge of his basic
freshman courses. The assignments most often dealt with
advanced topics that took hours of preliminary background
reading. Papers were written competitively and that creates
pressure to · overcommit time resources when there are no
·concur-rent course grading situations. Of course, that's not a
pitch for more tests.

0. YOU DO GET AN HOUR'S CREDIT. DO YOU APPROVE?
student ratings last quarter, some
o taught legal research surpassed a
culty members, in terms of general
this wasn't true in every case.
ing about ·the advisors, the faculty,
don't know. But what is means to
average grades can teach legal rewith super-grades can teach the
s. So, to answer your question, I
erribly presumptuous. Do you want

LAST QUESTION. MY INSTRUCT0 TALK ABOUT CITATION FORM
YOU THINK IS MORE IMPORT'ANDUM, SUBSTANCE OR FORM?

sly. But what I think is irrelevant.
pie stress form. I got a paper back
my third-year courses, and every
essor pertained to form. As I see it,
controversy is a minor law school
resolved.

RCH AND WRITING PROGRAM
IPRESSIONS AMONG FRESHMEN,
U THINK THEY ARE IN OVER-

e negative. On balance the program
ming in relation to benefits received
time needed for course work.

A. That's all. Mr. Schroeder thinks the course's primary
emphasis in on legal writing techniques - but it isn't taught
that way.

0. WHY DO YOU SAY THAT?
A. One doesn't seek out opportunities to be critical, but
since you · insist: The instructors have neither the training,
the expertise, nor the motivation to teach effective writing.
Such work is the province of the English department and
the task of persons imeticulously schooled in that field who
additionally have the time to devote to devising meaningful
assignments and the time instructively to correct each student's grammer, syntax, sentence construction and logical
thematic structure. And, finally, they are pajd to do their
job. Pay would not spur any finer efforts by BSA members
(in any worthwhile sense), since they lack the requisite
exr;iertise to begin with.

0. YOU MEAN YOU RECEIVE NO HELP IN COMPOSI-

A. We damn well better get credit for all that work. An
hour is the least they can do. Some students want this to
be a first-quarter, three-hour course taught by faculty members. Such sentiment at least accords with the amount of
work involved and the importance the faculty contends they
attach to the course.

a.

WHA r IMPROVEMENTS DO YOU SUGGEST?

A. Tie the assignments to ar_eas being covered in freshman
classes. At least that way they won't be competing for and
possibly wasting study time. Cut down the number of memoranda and increase the detailed review of writing technique,
stepping up the grading criteria with each successive paper.
Pick good writers who are good teachers to serve on the
BSA. Pay them .
Q. WHY PAY? ISN'T AN HOUR CREDIT ENOUGH FOR
. THEM?

A. Unlike the students they teach, their hour credit is on
the PASS-FAIL basis.

TION?

0. SHOULD STUDENTS BE ON PASS-FAIL, TOO? IN THIS
COURSE AT LEAST?
A. Only an insignificant amount. To be told a paper isn't
quite on the mark is a useless comment without being told
what you could have done that would have been better. To
be referred to another student's paper is the height of
stupidily. since, in an internally competitive system, that
merely asks you to commit intellectual incest.

A. That's the way the real world is, at least in court. It's
competitive, but it's Ofle-on-one, and one passes while the
other fails. If you like relevancy, you'll love pass-fail. But,
more seriously, judging writing can be the most subjective of
tasks because it boils down to assessing artistic merit. In

fairness to all concerned, it ought to be pass-fail. Especially
since the faculty members have ducked their responsibilities
here.
Q. GLAD YOU DIDN'T WANT TO BE CRITICAL. YOU'VE
HIT THE SYSTEM'S DEFICIENCIES PRETTY HARD, BUT
WHAT DO YOU FEEL THE COURSE'S DETRIMENTAL EFFECTS ARE?

Q. WE'D BETTER TURN YOU OFF.

A. Don't bother. The course already has.

Catch Up With Other Schools
•re extensively, what would be our

are an unreasonable number of partial volumes of periodicals
which are unbound because one or more issues of it are missing.

a close study.
otocopying would the increased
~

microfilm is only one type of
de microfish and microcards. A
ired to photocopy microfilm. One
ent of Strozier (FSU's central
now to warrant

0. Have you thought about having some sort of "frisking room"
like they do at Strozier?

A. I dislike frisking people. It's embarrassing to the staff member
and probably to the person being frisked.

ACCESS TO UPP-ER LIBRARY
Q. Was it in the original architectua/ plans for the librarv to be
divided into two floors?

,s well as space?
ts of a certain journal. Two years

er $1,000; in microfilm form, the
250. And, instead of consisting of
would probably occupy four
use the microfilm.
ware is necessary for using any
e many reels of it, more is spent
ted out, our current microfilm .

A. Yes. When I joined the faculty here in 1969, these plans had
already been formulated. I did ask the architects if we could put
the library on one floor, perhaps occupying the entire third floor.
They said that this would require re-engineering all of the other
half of the building. Because of the weight of books, library areas
require more support than non-libr.ary areas.
Q. Why did the architects originally plan to have the librarv on
one side of the building and on two floors?

A. I really don't know. That was decided long before Dean Morse
and I arrived here.

AND THEFT
,fem-if we have one?

for having the third floor door
n installed on the doors at the
ay . Between Jan. 1969 and Aug.
re lost. The cost can be measured
loss, because it is the most time
to replace, is in the area of
bind them into volumes. There

Q. Presently, general access to the upper librarv can be gained
only through the emergency stairwell. Was this in the original
plans of the building?

A. No. In the original plans there was also a narrow stairwell
toward the center of .the library; it was about a maximum of
three fee wide.
This stairwell, because it was to be so narrow, seemed
insufficient; and, it would have occupied quite a few hundred
square feet on both floors. This space would have been
completely unavailable for other uses. It seemed to be wasted
space.

OTHER PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS
,Q. What are some other problems?

A. A number of programs which we would like to implement
require a larger staff. Also, securing documents and books
requires more staff time.
Regarding securing documents·, for example, there is presently
a statute on the books which makes us a depository for Florida's
state documents. But in order to acquire such documents, you
have to, first, find out that the documents are in existence and,
second, contact the issuing agencies and specifically request those
documents. We don't have a staff member who could concentrate
on or spend a substantial amount of time on these.
Q. Over-all, how would you summarize some of the improvemer,ts needed?

A. One of the least tangible areas where we have to improve is
the area of services which we can perform for students, for the
faculty, and for everybody else. This includes people from the
legislature and the BAR; both are coming here more and more.
The most tangible area of needed development is the size of
our collection. This would take more and more personnel time.
We have to finalize our ideas on just where to develop a
microfilm collection.
The Law Review merits consideration. If the Review uses the
Uniform System of Citation, the official and unofficial citation
have to be included; we are going to have to spend a fair amount
of money to get the various state reports.
Also, students' needs require us to have additional copies of
law reviews.
We have very serious gaps in our textbook collection. This year
has been the first time since I arrived here that we've been able to
buy new textbooks on a regular basis.
We have a good, solid, usable collection of periodicals; but, we
have a very mediocre textbook collection.
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Law Wives Go Spring Cleanihg ~ ~ f & I w f f ~
The month of April was
active for the FSU Law Wives.
Some of the Wives served
the refreshments and acted as
hostess during the Moot Court
competition of the law school
freshmen.
Also in April, Law Wives
helped with the Spring cleaning
of the Leon Association of
Retarded Children's WISH
House. This project, headed by
LuAnne Schwarz, Service Projects Chairman, culminated
with · an open house at the
WISH House where Law Wives
prepared and served refreshments for the more than 100
guests . .
Dressed in farm-style attire ,
the Law Wives demonstrated

pioneer tasks of making. lye
soap, churning butter, and dipping candles at Spring Farm
.
Day . at the Tallahassee Junior
Museum on Saturday, April 29.
Thousands came and spent the
day at the Pioneer Farm,
enjoying the blacksmith, the
sheep shearing and the
Medicine Show.
At their April meeting,
Law Wives voted to make tt)e
Tallahassee Junior Museum
their major service project.
Many of the women have been
working as volunteers during
the year · by teaching the preschool classes in nature study
and some of the wives were
even trained nature trail guides
to give many school groups the

fhe 'reasonable and prudent'
law students visit

BEIER

The

POOL

Pastime
Tavera

828 W. Tenn••••• St.

one-hour tour.
· Coffee mugs have arrived
and are being sold at $2.50
each by the Law Wives. If sales
progress as expected, they will
be selling beer-mugs at a
slightly higher pri_ce. Those interested in purchasing the coffee mug are asked to contact
Letticia Coday or look for the
table in the Law School Student Lounge.
Dora Anton is supervising
the painting of Christmas Decorations to be sold at the
· Junior Museum on October
14th, Market Day. Contact
Dora for unpainted decorations, paint and brushes if interested in helping with the
painting sale of the decorations.
Formal Law Wives m~etings
have been terminated until the
Fall, but informal activities will
be held throughout the summer in bridge, needlepoint,
bicycling, tennis; golf, et.
Contact Marcia Davis or Marty
Shepherd for more fnformation.
Several Law Wives have suggested that "coffees" be held
each month during the summer
and if attendance is noteworthy, possibly continued
throughout the fall. Call
Margaret Sartin to express interest, suggestions and comments about the program.
The Annual Fall Welcome
Tea for wives of new law students (or new wives of old lalff
students) will be held in
September. The exact time,
date, and place will be publicized at a later ~iate. Last year,
over 100 wives of law students
and faculty attended the Tea
held in the home of Dean and
Mrs. Joshua Mor5El.
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FROM PRISON
B TOMMY LITTLE
V

(Written by Max. Section, East Unit, Jan. 1969.)

·(For my poet comrade, Richard (Dago) Byers, ex-001423.)
Out of your belly endlessly screaming,
hanging from the words of time-bombed minds,
I,
yielded to starspangled terrors,
of concrete & steel correction/corruption,
8 Christmase$ worn,
sing:
I've seen the tears of the passionate & of the passionless,
tasting both;
I've sweated in the June-breath of a Florida dawn,
slicing the throats of screaming grass,
while the Electric Chair
zapped the finale of a one-legged man
who wasn't allowed to walk to his death;
I've held my breath while a gal -boy hurled his timid frame
from a 3rd tier railing protesting another lover's leaving;
I've been a cross-legged bullseye
for police bullets peacefully protesting prison punishment,
feeling the boot of power explode against my gut,
knowing the pain of understanding,
loving the hate it gave;
I've felt death's cook hands urging my tattooed fingers coaxing
a rusty razor blade to plunge/quell
the redundancy of time;
I've witnessed the making of men,
the breaking of men both in a day;
I am torn flag shaking the hands of friends
going/returning afraid of Freedom's cost!
I'm afraid & yet unafraid ....
America, justice tastes bitter; I'm spitting it out;
it's not addictive to me!
My heart pumps perserverance into my bone-pushed face;
my fingertips are barbwire pricking everything even love;
America, my soul is fortitude; I'll wear the ugliness
society throws on me not as a shroud
but a necklace; mv pen is pride

not to be captivated by censors, americanized by promising adjectives,
erased by a demagogue:
I'll never overwrite to camouflage the chaotic blood
staining the lofty beds of justice, where
adultery is committed with our laws.
No. America! I cannot keep a clam pulse,
not when I see children sentenced to ,prison
to make men of them, blue-eyed tantrums of misbelieving
raped lying in suicidal blood,
clean lips 16 calendars catlowed
twisted in shame & anxiety,
naked of pride naked of hope naked of love . . . .
America, I've stared into the whites of a black man's eyes
that bulged & rolled into nevermore,
when the last stream of being gushed from his slashed throat.
No, America! Not when I've seem my keeper
laugh at the unbalanced for cutting their-wrists,
the epileptics in violent fits, strapped to a table,
unobserved.

America, how long will punishment
dictate in rehabilitativ.e cloaks, or don't you care?

and timely styling to the meticulous tailoring, nothing can
touch the quality of our dress
shirts . . . tailored by Gant Sero · Creighton. That's why
so many men of discriminating taste select their shirt
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Haven't you stared into the sunken eyes of soul-stolen manhood,
caged within a cage doomed within a doom?
Your silence shouts deafening their moans,
while days stomp up the stairway of years,
while naked voices grow raspy behind drawn lips,
while name-stripped minds rage into torched tenements of revenge,
while blind dreams of sleepy green hills
separate sanity from reality some times!
America, this is my world, our world: a beginning of an end;
come & see a vibrant man deflate
into a plastic-bag-body over a rack of bones;
I have, America, I have!

AUTHOR'S NOTE: I paraphrased the first line of Walt Whitman's
"Out of the Craddle Endlessly Rocking" in order to achieve the
rhythm I wanted to set for this poem.
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finnel's Big Question: 'What Is Property?'
BY EARL GALLOP
Professor Gilbert Finnell gained wide acclaim for his role in designing and strategising
the passage of the Environmental Land and
Water Management Act.
The Act was Governor Askew's number-one
priority. Signing the bill into law made Florida
a model for the rest of th e nation in "our
ability to properly conserve and manage o·ur
irrepl aceable natural resources," sa id Gov.
Askew.
"This bill will keep Florida from becoming
another Southern California in the next
decade," said House Speaker Richard Pettigrew,
D-Miami , who helped ramrod the bill for
Askew .
On May 9, Finnell was appointed by Gov.
Askew to represent the academic community
on the Environmental Land Management Study
Committee . The committee will stuciy all facets
of land resource management and land development regulation with a view toward insuring
that land use laws give the "highest quality of
human amenities and environmental protection
consistent with a sound economic pattern of
well planned growth."
Who is Wild Gil Finnell?
Professor Finnell grew up in West Texas in
the same county and during "exactly the same
era portrayed in the recent motion picture,
"The Last Picture Show,"' said Finnell.
Although the author of the book "The Last
Picture Show," Larry McMurtry, and Finnell
went to different high schools they knew each
other through "interscholastic activities and
common friends."
The annarine of the movie (actually Archer

Photo by Dick Evans

City) had a population of about 1500, while

Finnell's hometown, Holliday; had a population
of 1000.
"Archer City," said Finnell, "was a cut
above Holliday aesthetically." The scenery as
well as that particular dimension of social life
were accurately portrayed.
"A major part of my life in growing up in
that community was music," said Finnell. "I
began playing the piano by ear when I was
about four years old."
"I had a very fine piano background," said
Finnell.' "This gave me an opportunity to move
in circles other than the Holliday or the 'Last
Pict.ure Show' community."
In junior high school Professor Finnell became a special student of Dr. Erno Daniel, now
professor of piano at the University of California and Director of the Santa Barbara
Symphony Orchestra.
"Each spring during high school," said
Finnell, "I presented a full length piano recital
at Midwestern University."
Although going to Texas Tech. University on
a piano scholarship, Professor Finnell decided
not to major in music. "I majored in economics
and business related subjects that would prepare me to be a banker."
After transferring to Southern Methodist

University Finnell worked in the Trust Department of the Mercantile Nati_onal Bank. Upon
graduating from law school, he was elected an
officer in the Trust Department.
"I decided that that was more confining
intellectually than I really wanted," said
Finnell, "so I began thinking in terms of a
wider kind of law practice or teaching law."
Professor Finnell recieved his LL.M . from
Harvard University in i 967. While at Harvard
he "had a real concentrated academic year
studying property and estate planning under
Professor A. James Casner."
In November of that year Professor Finnell
was interviewed by Dean Ladd, Dean Emeritus
of FSU Law School.
Recen:tly, Finnell returned from a leave of
absence to Columbia University where he
studied emerging and developing concepts of
property . Professor Finnell delved deeply into
legal philosophy, focusing on land planning
problems. Since his return to Florida State
University, Finnell has continued his research,
concentrating on development and regulation
of land use in Florida .
Finnell has taught first-year Property and
upper-division specialized courses and seminars
in Estate Planning and Land Development at
Florida State since 1967.
In April of this year, Finnell was a ~peaker at
the Institute on Wills and Probate, sponsored by
the Southwestern Legal Foundation. In February of this year, he was a faculty member of
the Course of Study on Environmental Law-I I,
an ALI-ABA project, co-sponsored by the
Smithsonian Institution in Washington D.C. He
spoke on "Land Use Planning and Environmental Law."
Late last year Professor Finnell was appointed as a member of Governor Askew's Task
Force on Resource Management which produced the Land and Water Management Act
and other major environmental legislation that
was signed into law by Governor Askew on
April 24.
Finnell was responsible for ·securing Fred
Bosselman as a consultant for the project. Fred
Bosselman is the Associate Reporter of the
American Law Institute Model Land Development Code Project. In combined efforts,
Finnell, Fred Bosselman, Sen . D. Robert
Graham (the Senate sponsor), Dr . John
DeGrove of Florida Atlantic University and
others, "brai n-stormed'' the bill to final draft
form through long intensive sessions.
"The halls of the capitol were crawling with
lobbyists opposed to the _bill," said Loring
Lovell, president of Con·s ervation 70.
The opponents of the bill contended that it
constituted an encroachment on private property rights, on local governmental autonomy
and broadened gubernatorial authority.
Finnell emphasised, "I was not a lobbyist
but I was constantly available as a resource
person." In that capacity, professor Finnell
contributed to an extensive educational campaign, arranged a crucial eleventh-hour meeting
with some reluctant house members and testified that "the bill strikes a balance between
environmental protection and economic development."
"The inherent power the state once· had"
over land regulations, would be "recouped in
part, but very selectively," said Finnell.
This summer, Finnell will speak at a seminar
on Land Use Planning at Disney World. In
November, he will speak on "Limitations on
Growth" at Land Planning _ Institute, co-
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sponsored by the ALI-ABA, at Key Biscayne.

As Finnell looked to the future, he said, "I
like to think two or three years in advance. I
am contemplating a year's leave of absence to
study comparative land use in England."
About the College of Law, Finnel said, "I
· have been very pleased with the Law School in
all aspects. The faculty and the student body

are far superior to what I could have projected
when I took the position."
Did Wild Gil Finnell give a piano recital last

year? You bet he did: three hours of improvision of "Jesus Christ Superstar" at Professor
VanDerCreek's home.
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Professor Ponderings
BY PROF. WILLIAM VANDERCREEK
This past week has seen the dedication of a
new home for a proud law school also new but
steeped in some six years of_ fond memory of
old Longmire and a tradition of excellence.
Looking from behind the scenes of this
tradition, as they were at the dedication, is the
faculty . A group whose diversity is sometimes .
startling to s;tudents and friends of the law
school, but a diversity that is essential to offer a
program of varied perspective that is essential
to our academic excellance .
With this background and recognizing that
the views of this author may be unshared, but
hopefully not unwanted by my colleagues, it is
perhaps fitting to tender some res_p onse to the
Obiter Dictum that inundated the dedication
speeches . Almost every high school graduation
has been addressed to the grave mess that has
been left by the past generation, with great
hope that the youth of today's generation will
pick the torch of faith, leadership, etc. to build
a better world. What the speaker often means is
that his generation did a great job solving the
'.)roblem they inherited, but he is extremely
worried that the younger generation is leading
the country straight to hell.
In a more perspective comment, Mr. Justice
White noted that all 200 million people in
America's complex industrial society cannot
return to a pastoral existence and still e xist.
Therefore we must not only cope with society;
we must cope with its changes.
Just as the practice of law, and the role of
the lawyer in society in 1910 was drastically
different than in 1950 (as can easily be evi denced even in reference to the limited role of
actual practice by comparing a reporter volume
of 1910 cases with one of 1950), changes of
greater significance will emerge and evolve from
1950 to 1990 (as can be judged by our 1970
perspective). In commenting upon this change,
Mr . Justice White raised two challenges to law
schools; ( 1) admission and growth pol icy, and
12) curriculum.
The most distressing aspect of Mr . Justice
White's comment was the suggestion that the
problem of enrollment si ze of law schools be
decided by those the least competent- legal
educators. Proof positive of educators' incompetence is their sterling performance in promoting vast hordes of Ph.D.'s for nonexistent
markets. The academic mind, unlike that of a
normal individual, is too brilliant to learn by
experience . Indeed every university has several
departments that stand as great momuments to
such fact.
The best solution would be to automatically
confer a law degree, for a modest charge, to be
applied to the faculty travel budget, on all
college degree holders that apply. This would
leave law school sufficiently under populated

Morse Me1kes Law
On Micronesia Mission

that some attention could be delivered from
tuition income to the professional training at
hand.
Now let us consider Mr. Justice White's
challenge to the law school curriculum. Law
schools traditionally revise their curriculum on
the occassion of the appointment of new
chairman of the curriculum committee . The
necessity for the revising is that the past
chairman over emphasized his own area of
interest (and hopefully of competence) and did
not give proper recognition to the area of
specialization of the current chairman . Since
over 50% of every law faculty is disenchanted
with any curriculum that has been used for over
nine months, the change is evitable . Problems
of students in meeting changing graduation
requirements are met by selectively and arbitrarily granting some students waivers on different matters. This affords the student an early
insight into judicial discretion .
The myoptic approval towards a law school's
curriculum is often compounded by not
realizing that a lawyer's education in law school
begins after graduation and that it is literally
impossible to offer (without greatly exceeding
the size of the entire university) meaningful
courses in all areas in which the law graduate
may evidentally find himself . Law school
should concentrate on the foundation of teaching skills and not vast substantive knowledge of
advanced but narrow sub-specialties. Unfortunately law professors do not like to be regarded
as elementary level 'educators.
In concluding, and perhaps with less
tongue-in-cheek, let me say that law schools are
great because law students by and large are
great groups of people. There is often intense
competition between students for grades. This
competition for the skills achieved is more
important, than for exact grade point average
obtained. You will leave your average behirrd,
but you will build on your skills.
Thus it is a more important matter for a
student to know how to read a case and
recognize the issues therin than to be able to
spew the black letter law of some fine outline.
Unfortunately some of the brighter students are
able to achieve satisfactory grades without
working hard enough to challenge the development of their skills. For the non-indolent this
law school affords opportunity to develop
skills, and the self discipline of exacting production, through its law review, moot court, legal
clinic program and SBA activities (including
sanctioned beer meets).
My humble suggestion to all students is to
get totally involved in law school and immersed
in its activities w ith 150% of your time and
energy.
You will be the benefactor.

BY ZANE LEEPER
Opportunities to become a
seem to abound
these days with the numerous
city councils, county commissions, state legislatures, etc.
However, the chance to act as a
lawgiver in the tradition of
Hammurabi and Moses comes
rarely and to the very few .
FSU College of Law Dean,
Joshua Morse, 111 has just returned from the Pacific where
he served on a commission
appointed to bring order to the
tangled skein of laws in the
U.S . Trust Territory of the
Pacific Islands. The Trust Territory, comprising the Marianna, .
Caroline and Marshall Island
groups 6 consists of more than
two-thousand islands with a
population in excess of
100,000.
ACQUIRED BY SPAIN as a
result of the explorations of
Ferdinand Magellan, these
islands have had a long history
of foreign domination . Guam,
the principal island, was ceded
to the U.S. following the
Spanish American War and is
not a part of the Trust Territory. The remainder of the
group was sold to Germany in
1898 then given to Japan as a
League of Nations trust at the
conclusion of the first world
war. Japan lost much of the
group by conquest during
World War 11 and the islands
again became a trust territory,
this time under the United
Nations to be administered by
the U.S. Each governing nation
stamped the imprint of its laws
and customs on the islanders
leaving them with a muddled
morass of laws and tribal rules.
The Trust Territory is now
emerging into some form of
self-government. Status talks
are being held with the United
States and the United Nations
to determine the future of
these islands. One faction
favors combining with Guam
to form a U.S. Territory and
later applying for statehood .
lawmaker
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PROFESSOR WILLIAM VANDERCREEK suggests that students
get totally immersed in law school activities and devote 150 per
cent of one's energies.
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Another holds out for complete independence, while a
third wants independence with
"close ties to the U.S." Whatever the outcome of the status
talks, it is clear that a system
of laws and legal processes will
have to be built virtually from
the ground up. It was to this
task that the Morse Commission addressed itself.
PRIOR TO THE commission's work, there was but
one lawyer in private practice
serving the entire trust territory with its population of
more than a hundred thousand.
Now, in cooperation with the
U.S. Department of the Interior, nine new lawyers have
been installed in office, their
incomes supplemented by subsidy payments from the government . While these lawyers
do make charges for their
services, any citizen unable to
pay is entitled to representation without charge.
In addition, the commission
has arranged for five young
Micronesians to enroll in U.S.
law schools and fifteen others
to take pre-law in Hawaii. It is
expected that this number will
be rapidly increased and it is
not unlikely that we may see
some Micronesians at the FSU
law school in the near future.
According to Dean Morse,
the territory _could use about
fifty lawyers in private pratice.
Whatever their number, the
legal fraternity will have its
hands full at least for the tirst
few years of the new status.
Land titles can only be described as chaotic. Imposition
of four different legal systems
over the years, coupled with
hundreds of tribal laws, compounded by a matriachal inheritance system has created legal
problems of monumental proportions. Then, the problem of
reparations for war damage inf I icted by various nations
during World War 11 has yet to
be settled. New Lawyers in the
Trust Territory will apparently
have little time to enjoy the
almost perfect climate and
magnificent beaches to be
found there.
A final word of advice to
any young lawyer who might
plan a career in this emerging
land : Be prepared to handle big
money . At least one of the
islands in the area is famous for
its coins. They are made of
stone and are sometimes more
than three feet in diameter.
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Lawyer's Worth Is Hard To Assess

(UPl)-What's a good lawyer
worth?
There are as many answers
to that question as there are
lawyers in Florida.
For the guidance of attorneys and the public, the
Florida Bar recently published
a uniform schedule of "suggested minimum fees" that
starts at $30 an hour and
climbs.

FOR TRIAL WORK, the
recommended fee is $250 per
day .
The $30-an·hour barrister is
one who has had his shingle
out for only a few years. For a
seasoned attorney, in practice
10 years or more, the· minimum fee is $50 an hour.
If it involves court work,
out of town, weekend night or
holiday hours to suit the
client's need rather than the
lawyer's convenience, another
50 percent can be added .
Marshall R. Cassedy, Bar
executive director, stressed
that the schedule is merely a
suggestion and that no lawyer
has to follow it, though most
probably will.
The schedule, the product
of three years work by a committee of 25 lawyers chaired
by Doris A. Dudney of Tampa,
is to dispel public fears about .
the availability and high · price
of legal services.
As Cassedy put it, "to bring
attorney's fees out of- the
twilight zone."

It also tends to discourage
"lawyer shopping" by prospective clients on the basis of
cost rather than quality of
services.
THE CODE OF .Professional
Responsibility, adopted by the
Florida Supreme Court, provides that "lawyers should not
charge more than a reasonable
fee, for excessive cost of legal
service would deter laymen
from utilizing the legal system
in protection of their rights."
"On the other hand," it
said, "adequate compensation
is necessary in order to enable
the lawyer to ser_ve his client
effectively and to preserve the
integrity and independence of
the profession."
The determination of reasonableness must consider such
factors as time required, the
lawyer's experience, abilitity
and reputation, the nature of
the case, the responsibility inv o Ived and the results
obtained.
"Obviously," said Cassedy,
"the lawyer in Sopchoppy is
not going to charge the same as
one in a high-overhead office in
Miami."
Geographical distinctions
are becoming fewer as Florida
becomes urbanized .
In most instances, Cassedy
said, the statewide-suggested
minimum is less than the fee
schedule in effect for particular
circuits.
"Some lawyers are unhap-

py," he said, emphasizing that
most attorneys give 18 per cent
of their time to free legal aid to
.the needy.
.
FOR SPECIFIC types of
legal service, the suggested minimum age in the 54-page
schedule goe~ from $25 to prepare a simple will to $1,500 to
defend an accused murderer or
rapist or involuntary bankruptcy proceeding.
Youths seeking to remove
the disability of nonage will
find the recommended fee in
the neighborhood of $100 for
three hours' work . To handle a
drunk driving case, the bar
suggested $150. A driver's license restoration matter should
be handled for about $50.
Some fees are based on the
results of the suit. For instance, the suggested fee for a
libel suit is $300 plus one-third

of whatever money is awarded,
40 per cent .if the case is
appealed to a higher court.
A routine adoption case is
figured at about $150. If contested, the fee jumps to $400
for about four times the
amount of work.
An appeal to the state Supreme Court is worth another
$750 fee, and $500 more to go
to the U.S. Supreme Court.
The bar did not recommend
a minimum fee in domestic
relations cases.
IT HAS THIS advice for the
uninitiated lawyer: "Difficulties in collection, the
emotional reactions of the
client and other factors make it
. desirable to obtain a substantial portion of the fee in
advance."
Tax practice is another area
in which no minimum is sug-

MARSHALL CASSEDY
· ... suggests Fees
gested. The bar said that in
addition to time, the fee
should be based on results,
including "the amount of taxes
recovered or tax liability minimized (and) the delicacy of the
situation for the client, if
pertinent ... "

Kitch Attacks Harvard Methods
By STEPHEN -A. WHITE
Edmund W. Kitch, speaking
here May 1, attacked aspects of
traditional Harvard-type legal
education. A professor at the
University of Chicago, he has
been a member of the Curriculum Study Project Committee.
"The marginal addition of
the third year is not worthwhile in terms of cost-benefit,"
he says as he invokes a theory
of "diminishing returns."

The Committee's findings
and recommendations, known
as the Carrington Report, date
back to September 1971 . The
Report was made to the Association of American Law
Schools.
Kitch points at Harvard Law
School as a primary cause for
establishing present tradition.
He comments on this tradition,
"A Bachelor's degree requirement for admission and three
years of formal study" don't
meet'present needs.

"The proposal of the Carrington Report identifies ends
which are trying to be served,
then, taking cost into account,
designs a program to meet
those ends," according to
Kitch .
Supposedly attempting to
meet the differential needs of
individuals, the Report delineated several curri cula. Kitch
also cites societal needs, "We're
far from satisfying the need for
legally trained people. "
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Law Review Publication Is Reality
By STEPHEN R. WHITE
Executive Editor
The Law Review editorial staff's symposium
on Florida Corporate Income Taxation is a
reality. In ·the immediate offing are the regular
quarterly publications which will include articles by leading authorities.

SYMPOSIUM
"The symposium provided the. members of
the Law Review with invaluable management
and editorial experience," said Cass Vickers,
Editor in Chief.
Jim Reed, Articles Editor, agreed. "We found
it an excellent experience in editing and going
through the publishing process," he said.
The publication includes the followin.9
authors: Goveror Reubin Askew; Arth'ur
England, Special Tax Counsel for the House of
Representatives; Thomas P. Finan, CPA;
Shepard King, Me111ber of the Florida and New
York Bar Associations; and, A. Eugene Lewis,
Special Counsel, Florida Department of Revenue.
Approximately 2,250 copies of the symposium have been circulated thus far. Of these,
about 350 have been sold at one dollar per
copy,
"We've given away about 1,900 copies to
law firms, governmental agencies, major businesses throughout Florida and the nation, and
people in government," said Larry Sartin,
Executive Editor.
The symposium included a returnable card
for subscription solicitation. ·
·
The Law Review now appears pointed
toward the ultimate goal, a quarterly quality
publication.

QUARTERLY PUBLICATION
It appears that the Law Review will include
lead articles, book reviews, student topical and
case treatments, and a legislative section.
"I don't know of any other law review
which has a legislative developments section,"
Reed said. Larry Pritchard is the editor of that
section.

Regarding the analysis of legislation, "being
at the capital puts us in a position unique
.within the state," Pritchard said.I
One of the goals of the legislative section of
the Law Review is to influence the passage of
legislation which is in the public interest,"
according to Pritchard.
"Functions of the section include analyzing ·
current laws to determine their adequacy or
function and pending laws to ascertain their
advisability," claimed Pritchard.
Mike Boyle, John Kest, and Mel Martinez are
Note Editors,
"We're in the process of getting notes from
our senior editors," said Martinez. "Their works
will go through a very thorough editorial
process."
Regarding lead articles, Reed said that the
Law Review now has firm commitments from
Mason Ladd and Gil Finnell.
"Dean Rostow, ex-Dean of Yale, has agreed
to write for us," Vickers added.
"We expect to have definite commitments
. for issues one and two by the end of the
quarter," said Reed.
"Full quarterly publication is what we. .have
been striving for," asserted Vickers. He
maintained that the La1N Revie1111 must be
"uriique among those now in existence."
Vickers feels ''optimistic" about the Re·
view's future, "especially in view of the talent
among our current candidates."
"It will afford me a creative outlet which
much of law school does not otherwise provide," said Pam Johnson, a candidate for Law
Review membership.
Mr. Southerland, faculty advisor for the
Review, cited the "interest, dedication, and
ability" of the current members and candidates.
He also pointed to the "moral and financial
support" of the College of Law and University.
"These factors make me believe that there
will be a review, on schedule in December, in
which this school can take pride," Southerland
concluded.
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LAW REVIEW FACULTY Advisor Phil Southerland lauds new

financial support toward the law school.

.l,\f DON RE BO
The Law Review's present
candidate program and the
shrinkage of the original editorial staff have much in common.
The commonality is at least
co-extensive with each group's
decrease in membership.
Last January the Law Re·
view's original editorial staff
included about twenty members. The remnants presently
include only about ten.

Initially ,.,.. ,,1bers in the
candidate program numbered
about forty-five. Now only
twenty-two can be counted.
The surviving portion of the
original editorial staff includes
the following: Cass Vickers,
Editor in Chief; Larry Sartin,
Executive Editor; Jim Reed,
Articles Editor; Mike Boyle,
John Kest, and Mel Martinez,
Note Editors; Tom Icard, Brian
Keuhner, Molly Tasker, and
Steve White, Senior Editors,
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MINGLING BEFORE THE law day banqu et are (I to r) FSU
Dean Joshua Morse, Governor Reubin Askew and B.K. Roberts .

DEDICATION-from p. 1
law students," he sa id .
White said law sc hool s and
lawyers wil l play a large role in
coping with th e world's major
problems which up to now
have def ied so lution.
"Issues of wa r and peace,
tensions between race and
religion, the threatened exhaustion of our reso urces, the
impenetrable ma ze of our
urban areas and th e main t enance of our environmentall these and more appear in tractable and unyielding," he
said .

The so lutions will come
only aft er making fullest use of
the "human ta lents" .available,
-he said. "In thi s long process,
the law and lawyers will be
much involved."
At the close of the dedication ceremonies, President
Marshall told faculty and students, "I am transferring this
building to you. But it really
·belongs to that fraternity of
those who cc1re.
"Use the facility well for
the advancement of your
profession."
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ADDRESSING ON LOOKERS AT the dedication ceremonies, United States Justice Byron White
warned that the nation's courts are "in deep trouble" and urged the law schools to try to find the
remedies.

'Mums The Word' White Tells Questioners
By TIM MORAN
The word was that he did
not want any interviews . But a
gentleman would not refuse at
least to listen to your ciues-tions.
In his talk a few minutes

Democrat nominee for President. U.S . Supreme Court Justices are rarely out in the open
The nine-year veteran of the
highest court in the land was
explaining part of his speech
about administrative and
private means of dispute reso-

"That is not a discussable issue."
lt 'l,it, ·

where reporters can bushwhack
them. I figured someone
wouldn't be able to resist. By
the time I found him after the
speeches, Lowell Langford,
UPI, and John Van Gieson, AP,
were "interviewing" Mr.
Justice White.

lution: "I really don't know
what you could write about
that," he remarked.
Interruption: A student
wanted to meet a Supreme
Court Justice.
My turn: I explained we just
wanted something personal for

" .. . it's like the Mississippi River-it just goes on."
lt'l,itc

before at the dedication ceremony, Mr.· Justice Byron R.
White had remarked that his
more accustomed role was as
"I istener."
Washington gossip listed Mr.
Justice White as possible successor to F.B.I. Director J.
Edgar Hoover...:.maybe even

the student newspaper. "In a
law review article you suggested the Supreme Court
should share constitutional interpretation with the Congress
and Executive branch."
"Every time Congress passes
a law, it makes an interpretation of the Constitution,"

"Explain to me one more time how this is helping to update
Jurisprudence at FSU ."

Mr . Justice White replied .
At conversation distance,
Mr. Justice White wears his
judicial demeanor as a quiet,
big man. You notice his hands,
large, rarely used in gesture.
Perhaps since his more commonly seen garb is the judicial
robe, his suit and tie seem of
fashion a few years ago. The
simple, warm words of his
opening remarks spent, he resumed his role as listener;
spoke a few words, gave no
answers.
Interruption : An introduction by Dean Morse ·of a
grey-haired visitor.
I tried another "probing"
question (to gain insight into
this intellect-author of
Williams v. Florida, etc."When you fi rst practiced law,
what dtd you find you needed
that.law school did not teach
you?"
"Those things I said today ."
Interruption: another student wanted to say a few
words .
Then, one of the wire service reporters asked the big
one: "Your name has been
mentioned as a possible successor to J. Edgar Hoover ..
. and as the Democrat choice
for President ...
"That is not a discussable
issue." He was backing away.
Reporters don't give up
easy. "Would you be interested
in the nomination?"
"That's just not a discussable issue," Mr . Justice White
replied firmly. Interviews over.
About an hour later, in the
Union, Ed Rude asked if
Patricia and I would mind letting Dean Morse and Mr .
Justice White slip in the buffet

line ahead of us . They had
arrived a little late.
Another chance? Some profound comment from the only
Supreme Court Justice many
of us will ever see? No . Mr.
Justice White is not much for
small talk .
"Do you get away from
Washington often?"
"On·ly if you just leave it,"

he said.
"From reading about the
work of the Court, it seems
like it is a 24-hour job?"
"Yes, it's like the Mississippi
River-it just goes on."
For Mr. Justice White, judicial aloofness "just goes on."
Some day I'll have to ask
Dean Morse what Mr. Justice
White talked about when he
was with him.
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